8th Grade Poetry
Villanelles, Sonnets, and Sestinas

Katya
Villanelle, Sestina

A Thank You for You

Thank you for all you have done, thank you
My life is not the same without you all
All those good memories by which we grew
Going past life we do not have a clue
Talking on the phone rapidly “RING” a call
Thank you for all you have done, thank you
We are like the fish, ¨SPLASH¨ our hands so blue
A great time with you my friend the oddball
All those good memories by which we grew
While with you we make plans to Peru
Thanks, I meant to say it from when I could crawl
Thank you for all you have done, thank you

Strolling to the park our friendship brand
new
You were there for me when I started to
bawl
All those good memories by which we grew
All different but none shall fall through
The friendships and love we share soars tall
Thank you for all you have done, thank you
All those good memories by which we grew

The Family of Glass

Like glass we are easily hurt.
Like an old house we easily fall.
We are leavesWe drop when we feel the pressure.
Each time one falls, it’s another dream
That has been broken

Even with this each day I wish I was on a leave
A leave from this broken,
Thing we try to keep together but is crumbling under
pressure.
In the end all we do is get each other hurt.
I don’t want to but I end with another day fallen
I just keep my dream

With our lives it is not quite broken.
Yet, our lives are hurt.
I continue to dream and dream and dream and dream...
For this to end but those dreams just fall.
I feel the pressure.
The pressure to keep it together before someone leaves

In my head, the only place to keep that dream
Wishing and wishing that we are not like those leaves
Those leaves that decide to go and fall.
Soon to be the ones that turn to the broken
Ones. The ones that are next to be hurt.
One that fall due to the pressure.

The life I wish I was able to have without all the pressure.
That life though, is a dazing dream.
The life that’s not hurt,
The time in which I worry about who leaves,
The one that is not broken,
The one where we don’t fall
Because why is it that we have to fall?
Why do we face all that pressure?
Why is it that we are the only ones that are broken?
The only ones with an unreachable dream?
Only ones that worry if one will leave?
The only ones hurt?

We get hurt left and right. It’s a miracle we
haven't fallen
Yet. A miracle none have decided to take their
leave and fall under the pressure.
Yet my lovely lingering dream has already
been broken.

Reflection
When I learned of the first time I was supposed to write a poem, I did not feel strongly about anything. I did
not know what I was going to write about. When looking about different topics to write about I decided to
choose to write about friends and family and me wanting to say thank you to them. When I had chosen to
write a thank you I was surprised because I never would have thought I could make a poem about a thank
you and writing about topics that are on the emotional side. This idea of writing more poems that affected me
continued when I wrote my sestina. My sestina was about different experiences that I had and I was able to
use the feelings behind that to bring them into my poem which challenged me. Both of these poems´ topics
evolved from just me writing about things on the surface to going deeper into emotion. This can be seen
because in my villanelle I went and included actual details from things that had happened to me by saying
“While with you we make plans to Peru” and “We are like the fish, SPLASH our hands so blue” which were all
experiences I have shared with people in my life like family and friends. I did the same in my sestina by
including thoughts from what some could feel and what I did feel in my situations. For instance I had a
paragraph, though formatted by the end words, were honest thoughts “Because why is it that we have to
fall?/ Why do we face all that pressure?/ Why is it that we are the only ones that are broken? /The only ones
with an unreachable dream? /Only ones that worry if one will leave? /The only ones hurt?”

Maddie
sonnet,sestina

Cost of games
Why must people always have to spend to play
For strange expensive things that are brand new
But when it comes a time when you want to pay
you need some money otherwise you will be through
All just to be big clowns is what you might think
But these people really do dress up for some fun
elaborate costumes of any kind either blue or pink
But sadly for this hobby people must pay a ton
Some could choose to play games over and over
Hopefully this gives some time to make a fan base
Doing these things over is great for some exposure
So this is a very difficult and quite complicated case
there are also gamers that pay through the night
Some can become a night owl just to play a royal
Staying up late for a useless death battle fight
Evil kings explode with a blam, grand plans foiled
There is so much dedication for a silly little game
If you don’t know about it really it does sound insane

Changing beach
With the beach there are many things like the dunes,
Which have always keeped the beach hidden.
For what's past the dunes could be a bike, or maybe a star
within the ocean reflection during the Night.
The reflection always has a Glow.
The sea seems like a present,
where the little crabs are present.
They like the large mountains of sand dunes
because they can help keep them far and hidden
From danger. Sadly there hiding is bad since they glow.
There hiding is like a star.
that is in the dark. The beach is great day or night
but, I have never seen the beach at night
It seems so far beyond the dunes.
For the teens it open but for me it is still hidden
so it makes the near morning feel far from present.
The ocean is dark but the lighthouse has a strange glow,
a sight to see like a big star.

Sometimes there are people there acting like a movie star,
they have large parties and fireworks that go boom through the night.
Thinking they can put tents, and music on the dunes.
They act like the beach is there own present,
that they can leave trash on badly hidden.
All of the waste gives the water a murky glow,
but in the day the sand can glow.
If you look hard enough you may find a sea star
That had tried to be hidden,
But it was colorful unlike the night.
So it could be picked up and become a present.
Since you can see it in the blue water against the bright dunes.
In the past you could run on the dunes,
Or stare up and look at a star.
The beach use to be silently hidden,
but that was then it's different now in the present.
How many people come at night
Bringing so many things that glow.
In the past whats was beyond the dunes was hidden,
Like a star in the day. Now it has been visited no-stop day or night
now it is a present for others to watch glow.

Reflection
One success that I had when I was writing was setting up the structure of the poem. I think
that the structure was a success because I was able to set up the sestina. In the sestina I set it
up like “fancy dance”. I was able to have the last word of a stanza be the last word of the first
line in the other stanza, and have the same words be the last in a line. I was able to build my
story by using the words in the structure. I was also able to alter the meaning of some words
and still be able to keep the structure. I was able to do this by using words with different
meaning and I was also able to change the meaning of a word by putting another word in
front of it. Sometimes I used a word like present because that could mean present tense or a
birthday present. I also was able to change the meaning by putting the word movie in front of
the word star. By doing this I was able to change the meaning of star (a gas giant) to movie
star (a famous person in movies ). This was also used in the poem fancy dance by the poet
putting fancy in front of the dance so it became fancy dance. So by changing the meaning of
the words it was easier to use the structure.

Jean
Villanelle, Sonnet

Motionless Motion
The black silhouette that comes from behind.
It eats me alive, help, I’m stuck inside.
Shutting my eyes to the world that once shined.
I’m falling apart like all of mankind.
I want to go and shout by the seaside.
The black silhouette that comes from behind.
My clumsy footsteps that will get declined.
It’s funny how lifes being untied.
Shutting my eyes to the world that once shined.

Motionless Motion
Am I really in my best state of mind?
Life is like a never ending landslide.
The black silhouette that leaves me behind.
You need to stop this tornado like wind.
Only climbing up and up the hillside.
Shutting my eyes to the world that once shined.
At last, I find the most perfect design.
Walk away without seeing the outside.
The black silhouette that comes from behind.
Shutting my eyes to the world that once shined.

Me
The actions that you do… the things you say.
No matter how hard I try… it will stay.
I am the color of a butterfly.
It’s like a wooden door that’s blocking me. In my ears, that’s how they identify.
All the different ways wide as the sea.
They bring up their fingers and stretch their eyes…
Hits me real hard at the back of my head. The stupid messages that it implies.
Who knew? I imagined crying in bed.
Comments that are spit like gum on the streets.
Like fire that burns my throat from the heat.
I am good at hiding the mild pain.
Forever it will pain… or it will drain.

Reflection
Throughout the weeks that I spent on writing poems, I faced many challenges that came from writing within the set
forms. For example, using end words for the sestinas were difficult for me. This was because I had to find a way to repeat the
words without sounding repetitive. Also, the 10 syllable per line and the rhyming scheme made it much harder to finish a poetry
draft. Also, I felt like sometimes, I had to change the meaning of the certain stanza and/or poem in order to match the
rhyming scheme and 10 syllable per line rule. However, there were many successes while composing my poetry drafts. One of which
was making the meaning of the poem a lot deeper than it was before. Also, at first I didn’t enjoy the rhyming scheme, but after
a while I came to appreciate it. To expand on this thought, I can say that the rhyming scheme built more rhythm into my
writing, which then helped create deeper meaning as well. Overall, while writing these poems, I learned that I should take the
time to explore different forms of poetry (sestinas, villanelles, sonits). I realized that exploring new forms let me step out of
my comfort zone and it helped me build up more skills. One of the skills that I thought was the most important was were I had
to choose different words, so that it would meet the rules of each poem.

Laila

Sixth Grade
For sixth graders, middle school is not fun
The first day, feels like a bee sting
Don´t be late to class, to class we run
Getting a lot of homework, felt like a ton
After leaving school I felt like I could sing
For sixth graders, middle school is not fun
Going through sixth was a long run
Getting good grades, extra credit
worshiping
Don´t be late to class, to class we run

Dealing with mean teachers, I was done
Soon after the beginning we swing into spring
For sixth graders, middle school is not fun
Then mcas come and it had begun
More and more tests I wanted them to fling
Don´t be late to class, to class we run
School has ended it was like a bull run
Everyone was running and texting
For sixth graders, middle school is not fun
Don´t be late to class, to class we run

Equality
Judging people based off of color is not right
Because of stereotypes people make a fight
People getting followed around in the store
Make me want to use the backdoor
Everyone desires some fairness
I think we should all spread awareness
everyone should get a hero to help them
if you were to help them you would be a gem
if you were to help you would need to grip
if you help you can make a friendship

Reflection
I chose my topic because I hate school and didn’t like 6th grade. What I was
surprised about when Making my poem is that all the small details when
writing about it. It also reminded me that I hate school even more than ever.
The other reason why I made my other poem because I watched a lot of
Inside edition and lots of people get racially judged by other people because
of stereotypes.

Ava L.
Sonnet and Sestina

Shadows in the Dark
In places far and near, the air is stained
With little boys and girls in places dark.
Too scared. Too unprepared with arms and legs chained.
Once happy; now stuck in this hard form of work.
With predators lurking around each curve
20 million people are trafficked in the world.
How many people with no voices heard
Are out there waiting to be unfurled?
But voices go unanswered and unawareness
Reigns. 82 people die each day.
3 each minute. This problem is enormous.
All these lonely lives are lived in shades of gray.
Everyone must try to make a difference
To end these souls’ silencing sentence.

Of WOrds and Water
I stand on the rocks and watch the water crash
Onto the sand. Rolling waves catch the light and shimmer. I’m
surrounded by beauty.
The sand is warm and soft
Against my feet. Wave after wave
Hit the sand with a splash. It’s hard to believe such a thing can be
so destructive.
But it is. The water is just waiting to pull someone in and wait for
them to drown
Just like you did to me. You would hear me scream and drown
It out. Pretend like you couldn’t hear my voice over the crash
Of sounds. My voice was covered up be the waves
Of life, but at first our love was just beauty.
Who knew something like this; Someone like you could be so
destructive.
How could something so soft

End so hard and so jagged. I used to be soft,
But now I’m sharp like a dagger. Some days I wish I had drowned
Before I met you and witnessed your destructive
Ways. But I did meet you and listened to your words crash
Over and over and over me again and again. You took all the
beauty
Out of our love. Now I stand here and listen to the waves
Break against the shore. I step closer to the water and a wave
Tickles my toe. It reminds me how soft
You used to be. The ocean has beauty
Just like you, but all both of you want is to watch me drown.
Whether in words or water you wanted me to crash.
For my shell to crack and then I could be one of you destructed
Toys. But I’m never going to be like either of you. I’m not
destructed.
And as I stand here in the waves
I realize something within the deafening crash.
I’ll find someone new who will soften
The cracks you left in me. Someone who will drown
Out the darkness you left inside me. Our love will be beautiful

And it will last. Our love will make me forget our past and he will
recognise my beauty.
We’ll be like the ocean before a storm. But the storm won’t come and
destroy
What we have. He’ll never let me drown.
Although we may get caught up in the waves
Of life our edges will stay soft
And smooth and welcoming, unwilling to crash.
You can no longer drown out my feeling now that I’ve found that I
was beauty
And you were the beast. Waiting for my will to love to crash with
your destructive
Words that knocked me down like waves upon the sand. From here
on out I will be soft.

Reflection
I think that for me, writing within the different poetry forms really helped me. In poetry units we did in the
past I always felt myself feeling a little lost. The task was so open: write a poem. With so many options I had no
idea where to start or what I wanted my poems to sound like. Furthermore, we’ve never really had a poetry unit
where we went in depth about how you actually write poetry. Of course we’ve gone over metaphors, similes,
alliterations (all the poetic devices), but we’ve never talked about different forms you can write poetry in. Because
of this I enjoyed writing in the different forms. Now, instead of worrying about the structure of my poem I could
spend most of my time thinking about topic and word choices. They gave me a strict thing I had to follow which
helped me feel less lost, although writing in the forms also came with some challenges. The hardest part about
writing in the strict forms was keeping the right number of syllables in each line. It was really hard when you
found a line you really liked, but was only a few syllables too long or two short. It’s always hard for me to edit
things down like that, so it was a challenge to make sure I used the right number of syllables in each line.
Furthermore, it was also hard to always make sure the correct lines matched. Sometimes I would have to change
or alter my ideas because I couldn’t find a word that rhymed and matched the idea I was trying to express.
Although the strict forms did come with some challenges, I think that sticking to a form helped me understand
how to write poetry better and helped me realise that writing poetry can actually be fun.

Josh G.
Sestina, villanelle

moss

audio to Moss

You just got mossed by randy moss
Lachlan is not a got tom brady is a goat
Fast swifty big strong blocking all day long fullback
Always in the pocket scrambled like my eggs
quarterback
Always bring in big bucks for them honeys money
Nickelback always bringing in sacks
Been getting no sleep sometimes under my eyes sacks
What is that on a tree as ugly as can be miss
If you aren't good you will not make any money
Lachlan likes to eat curry cosplay curry goat
Throw the balls fast like some good good quarterbacks
Always running fast slash fullbacks
Boring but fast always having a laugh fullbacks
So Very much painful hurts a lot sacks
People always asking for money can i get a
quarterback?
Nasty green looks like fur ugly moss
I was in a foreign country and i bought a goat

Smells so good worth so much money
When you are fully grown up you have a fullback
I walk it all the time down my street my beautiful goat
20 in the game now that's impressive amazing sacks
Randy not in the game no more used to make big bucks moss
Throw so far so long down the field for a td quarterback
Most know guy on the team sign quarterbacks
But they don't make a lot of money
I guarantee you that if i played you would get mossed
Sigh sigh sigh sigh sigh fullbacks
The most fun thing to do when on defense big sacks
Most people wouldn't think about having a bestfriend like goat
Ohh so good so fun and nice goat
No no no bad past make no mistakes quarterback
The ball throwers stay constantly getting sacked
You act like it grows on tree but it doesn't money
Rany the best in the game don't mess with fullbacks
Trucking everyone in his ways making paths randy moss
Randy moss is a goat no doubt about it
Fullbacks sometimes can protect the quarterbacks
you won't get no money if you get sacked.

Trip

audio to trip

You need to get good shoes with a good grip
When shopping high tops are they way to go
If you don't do this you will always trip

All of these things will make might make you flip trip or get clipped
On the whiteboard there lie the ‘x's and o’s
You need to get good shoes with a good grip
If you don't do this you will always trip.

When you score big the net will always whip
Neon yellow shoes are not the best, bro
You need to get good shoes with good grip
If you slip you get better get up and dip
Players like sloth need to man up and follow
If you don't do this you will always trip
if you have dope shoes you probably won't get
clipped
Maybe at the games end the ball will throw
You need to get good shoes with a grip
Sometimes if you stumble over your feet you will flip
My foe’s will be hating on my x’s and o’s
If you do this you will always trip

Reflection

●

writing poetry within set forms.

Some challenges that i faced were that i didn’t want to use rhymes a lot and it was hard not to. This was hard for
me to not to do because when i think of poems i think of raps and usually some raps have lots of rhymes. It was
especially hard for me to write a poem without rhymes because i was used to writing poems with rhymes. Now that
we are trying out new topics there are different types of rhyme schemes and the format of the poem. Another
challenge that i faced was finding things to actually write about because of the way the poems are supposed to be.
For example when i was writing a sestina it was difficult for me to find something to write about because the
poems that i read were sad and depressing and i wanted my poem to be happy.
●

What surprised you by the topics you chose to write about? Did your topics evolve as you moved
through the writing process? Did the meanings of your poems change?

I chose to mostly write about sports and being happy but most poems that i read are sad and or depressing. I
think that it was harder for me to write about because i didn't have any mentor poems or examples of what i could
write about or anything to get an idea of the format. The meanings of my poems didn't really change because i am
only interested about sports and sports injuries.

Sestina
moss

Villanelle
trip

Dhruva
Villanelle, Sestina

Snow’s Freedom
Snowfall leaves me in pure isolation,
But I wouldn't cower in its vast reaches,
For I feel free in snow’s desolation.
My eyes dart around, deep in admiration.
Gleeful conversing, yet snow is speechless.
Snowfall leaves me in pure isolation.
Solidarity-snow’s incantation.
I venture outside, I hear no screeches,
For I feel free in snow’s desolation.
Glistening snowmen-winter’s incarnation.
Stay here, one more moment, snow beseeches.
Snowfall leaves me in pure isolation.
A grand fixation, a fascination;
I observe the flakes, their breathtaking features.
For I feel free in snow's desolation.
To what I do, there lacks limitation.
No one is left untouched, not a creature.
Snowfall leaves me in pure isolation,
Yet I feel free in in snow's desolation.

BLIZZARD
First came the wind, the gentle wind.
It caressed the clear glass of the window,
speaking, rustling, a whisper
to me as I stood, eager eyes watching
for the first signs of the beautiful crystals, pristinely white
that I knew so well as snow.
It fell gently at first, the snow,
the miniscule flakes darting, scattering, congregating and waving goodbye with each gust of the wind.
Outside, it looked black-and white,
the bits of ice dusting the picturebook landscape painted outside my window.
Intently, eyes sparkling, I watched
its accumulation, winter’s gift, a quiet whisper.
I knew that the clouds’ quiet voices would not remain a whisper.
As they became heavy, like grey sacks sagging under the burdens of snow,
I knew that their immense pressure would become to great. And while I, watching,
would bear witness to the ear-splitting winds,
I may have not noticed the subtle monster growing outside my window,
or frigid tidbits of winter raining down on me, a cloud so immensely white
it was difficult to fathom. It was a beautiful white.
Blanketing the garden, a message, a whisper,
it dictated the rule of winter in the world outside of my window.
All I could see was the snow
and its empire, only moved by the howling wind,
rebellious and unpredictable in nature. This empire’s history, however, was one I had watched:

Snow ruled all; snow watched;
snow covered; snow whitened.
It itself, bore witness to the overpowering winds,
in the form of a new snowdrift’s birth. Such creations represented all it had been through, a whisper
to us in the present. It, only a sheet of snow,
could remember the creatures that had trodden on it so long before, only just outside my window.
I wished the blizzard’s captivation would never end. But as I sat, glancing out the window,
its power was notably diminishing. I watched
as the sheets before my very eyes, once suspended in the air as snow,
made their way to the ground, a seal, white.
Packaging up that beautiful whisper:
A snowstorm’s kiss, the memory of the wind.
And as I ventured outside, bracing the gentle wind, not bound by the reaches of my window,
the crystals’ whisper is what I watched
in the form of happiness. And at that moment, I truly appreciated the lovely white, cold, treasured snow.
:

REFLECTION:
Throughout this poetry-writing unit, I faced countless challenges attempting to draft villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas. To begin, I
found that my villanelle was ultimately the most challenging poetry form to draft throughout this unit. (It was also my first, which might
have contributed to its difficulty.) After reading the amazing mentor poems and learning about form, however, I felt confident -- the
assignment would be a breeze. I was wrong. To begin, I had trouble thinking of a topic. Writing a villanelle made me branch out from my
original style, as I was forced to write about an experience or advice, not an object or phenomenon as I usually do. And after a list of ideas
and a failed attempt at drafting a poem, I finally had a topic that I liked. And although this eased my typical poetry-related anxiety, I was
out of the pan and into the fire. My next dilemma struck me swiftly: I struggled desperately to draft the two lines that repeated throughout
the poem, as I couldn’t get phrases I was happy with. Unfortunately, all of the lines that I actually enjoyed didn’t have the ten syllables I
needed, so I continued revising. In addition, sound is an essential characteristic of poetry, and I had trouble achieving the pleasing,
“sophisticated” tone that I desired.
Once these lines were done, I still had all of the rhyming to deal with, and more syllable restriction as well. When I finished
theoretically, I felt proud of myself. I knew, however, that I still had much revising to do. Portions of my poem meant no sense to readers, a
problem I have already (hopefully) fixed. In addition, I had to work on adding new poetic devices to my villanelle, a problem that I am still
grappling with. The bottom line, however, is that although poems seem to roll of the tongue naturally (they even feel relaxing sometimes),
writing them hardly “rolls off the hand”. The product, however, is most often worth it.

Kendall
Sestina, villanelle

The Unexpected Yet Expected Love Story
The two best friends since birth we’re starting to grow
up. They would always reminisce on the memories
and think about the good and bad times.
As they got older they grew apart and we’re losing trust
faster than an avalanche. Words got between them and ripped them apart.
Fights raged on and on and the secrets
spread. They talked about each other but didn’t share one secret.
This one was different than all the other times,
this one secret that defined all of their memories.
They both held in that one secret that shared the little left trust.
As the number of friends began to grow
the number of secrets pulled them apart,
just like war pulling families apart.
It wasn’t the people that pulled them apart.
It was the emptiness they had by not spending time
together. All they had were the old memories
and no new ones. The more they would grow
the more unshared and untold secrets.
The more emptiness filled them and lost trust,

without each other together. They lost trust
in everyone. They still had their one unshared secret.
That they loved each other, that they loved their memories,
that the boy and the girl loved spending time
together. They were so close than fell apart,
like a withered bridge. The more they would grow
away from each other. They knew they needed to grow.
So piece by piece they spent more time
together. Soon they didn’t spend one moment apart,
they shared stories together, they shared secrets.
They regained faith and trust
In each other. They reminisce on the old memories
they have created throughout the years, they make new memories
and share untold secrets.
They are always together and never apart,
and they are loyal, and trust
one another. They grow
together and enjoy all the good times
and bad times. Now they don’t worry about trust. Time
has passed and they just have to worry about their baby girl. She will grow
and be like her parents; telling secrets, making memories, and the family will never be apart.

Anxiety
Stay calm, don’t worry, it will all be fine.
The voice in your head, tries to take over,
Be strong, stop stressing, it’s all in your mind.
The constant worrying makes you behind.
The anxiety doesn’t passover.
Stay calm, don’t worry, it will all be fine.
The once strong girl’s feelings start to unwind.
The thoughts in her head will not turnover.
Be strong, stop stressing, it’s all in your mind.
She is empty, but people think she’s fine.
She stays strong, and doesn’t let it take over.
Stay calm, don’t worry, it will all be fine.
You reach out for the help you can’t find,
like finding an oasis in a dessert
Be strong, stop stressing, it’s all in your mind.
She took her time, and is strong like mankind.
Still there, bigger than Mars, it's never over
Stay calm, don’t worry, it will all be fine.
Be strong, stop stressing, it’s all in your mind.

Reflection
When writing poetry in set forms I faced a lot of challenges. For example, it was hard to follow the
sestina form because I would have to use a certain word at the end of each sentence, and sometimes
it wouldn’t make sense. Even though there were challenges throughout writing the poems, there was
also successes. I was successful in creating detailed meaningful lines/sentences throughout the poem.
This is because I had to put a lot of thought into what sentences would work with the specific words at
the end. By reading mentor villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas, I was able to look at examples and use
some of the same figurative language. I was also able to look at them and notice the differences
between the structure and plot. I was surprised that the topics I mostly wrote about were sad. I don’t
usually like talking about sad things, however writing them in poems is a way to express what you
don’t necessarily want to talk about. The meanings of my poems did change when writing them. The
learnings I will take with me in the future when writing and reading ventures, is to use figurative
language, descriptive words, and details to make a stronger piece of poetry.

Max S

Stick Together
BANG, the bombs go off during daylight,
Then the people know that they are right.
Some of the people don’t understand at first,
But then they hear a gigantic burst.
Trying to find a sense of composure,
They run and shout until it is over.
They help the needy as much as they can,
Doing all of that work without a plan.

When the chaos is finished and done,
Peace then fell upon everyone.
The perpetrators were caught the next day,
Getting all of the people to say “Hooray”.
In the end, the people are not sad,
But they do feel incredibly bad.

Beach Memories
I look at the beach
And I think of the waves.
I see people surfing
As the ocean waves crash. The mist would cool
You down to the bone if you lied on your back.
It’s a mystical and calm place, the ocean.

Some people like to surf
Over the words of a book as the ocean
Sends a spray of water to cool
Them down. Those who are playing on the beach
Run and shout as the waves
Crash on their feet. I’m finally back.

The sand wasn’t cool
To the touch, which is why it heats you back.
It is very nice, the beach.
The waves are great to surf.
Fish jump from the ocean
And fall just like the waves.

There are many animals in the ocean,
And some end up on the beach.
Those sinister creatures pinch your back
As you lay; luckily the waves
Make an ocean spray that could cool
Anyone down, especially those who are surfing.

It’s been so long since I came back
Here. It’s where I learned how to surf.
It’s where I ran and played by the waves
Of something so vast, an ocean.
I played on the sand of the beach,
Which I thought was very cool.

The water from the waves
Is cold, which helps cool
You down. The beach and ocean
Are so giving, by heating up your back.
The waves are nice and let you surf.
Then, they gently bring you back to the beach.

When you run from the beach to the waves
To learn how to surf, you end up cool
And wet, water touching your back. I love the ocean.

Reflection
Something that I struggled with when writing the poems that were in a specific form was trying to stay within that form. I
found this excruciatingly painful because of the fact that I had all of these wonderful ideas for the Sonnet and Villanelle, but
because I had to have a specific number of syllables and lines, I found that it was harder to get my ideas across. One thing that
surprised me while I was writing, “Beach Memories” was the fact that I was able to incorporate flashbacks and all of the feelings
of belonging and returning while sticking with a set of 6 end words. I found this surprising because I never thought that
poems were long, or that they could really tell a story. Another thing that surprised me was the fact that as I was writing I got
stuck in the poem and sometimes brought up different, hidden meanings that the reader could find, just like an easter egg
hunt. I was able to do this because I was allowed to write more, and repeat somethings, but not others. Also, when I was trying
to find rhymes I noticed that one word could have an incredible number of rhymes, all with different syllable counts. The one
type of poem that I didn’t struggle on was the Sestina. I think that this was mainly because I didn’t have any restrictions on
the number of syllables I could use, and because it was a lot longer, which helped me let my ideas flow onto the paper.

ana
Villanelle, and Sonnet

Global warming Trap

Carbon Dioxide leaps into the air
Warming the climate by more than a hair.
Trapping in energy from the sun's rays
The harsh, welcoming, warm, and sunny blaze.
Causing large scale issues nobody can see
Like Hurricane Harvey meeting the sea
The waters of the Gulf of Mexico
With temperatures that only grow.
Global warming, effects we can’t believe.
Bringing a future we cannot conceive
So please make a change, no matter how small.
To stop the dark cloud that covers us all.
Never, ever, buy bottled water, drink the tap.
Or be stuck in a global warming trap

Listen to my
audio here!

Too many things to do
Too many things to do, places to be
I feel I am a wood chip next to a sleigh
My head is pounding, I stop and plea.
I look out and see a crowd filled with glee
Enjoying a time of carefree play
Too many things to do, places to be.
A room filled with excitement you may see
But, here I sit for hours everyday
My head is pounding, I stop and plea.
Listen to my
audio recording
here!

Too many things to do continued
I’m locked in a room of work with no key
*Whoosh*Time hurdles by, but I never stray.
Too many things to do, places to be.
I may want to break, I ache within me
Since I must finish it, I mustn't stray
My head is pounding, I stop and plea.
I feel like a scrap, like a nobody
I can’t, I can’t, do this everyday
Too many things to do, places to be
My head is pounding, I stop and plea.

Reflection
Before this unit on poetry, I had never written a poem in a strict form. Throughout this experience, I faced many
challenges and successes. When we first started out, I was extremely worried about how I was going to fit the form,
so I had to work hard to just start off. The one that was hardest for me to start was my sonnet, because of the
ten-syllable rule and the strict rhyme scheme. For example, I wanted to write a line about The Gulf of Mexico being
above average temperature. My line ended with Mexico, so I had to find something to rhyme with that. I faced a great
success when I finished the line! It ended up like this, “The waters of the Gulf of Mexico / With temperatures that
only grow”. To get to this success I had to let go of a previous line since it did not fit the rhyme scheme. Once I found
the word grow as a rhyme for Mexico, all I had to do was figure out the order of the words to use grow as the end
word. So, from this challenge and success, I was able to learn how to fit the rhyme scheme.
Another challenge I faced was using enough poetic devices to enrich my writing. Once I had finished working on the
form and message of my poems, I was happy with the way they had turned out. The one where it was hardest was
my villanelle poem, “Too Many Things To Do”. I struggled with including the poetic devices for a long time, while at
the same time reviewing my poems for overall message. The hard work paid off, and I gained a success on including
these poetic devices. I was most proud of a metaphor that was the hardest for me to write within the rhyme scheme
and syllable limit. It ended up as this, “ I feel I am a wood chip next to a sleigh”. To finally get this metaphor I thought
about the original line, “Within a world where I feel plain and grey”, and how it was a little like feeling small. I then
found the word sleigh matched my rhyme scheme, I just needed something small against it. A sleigh is made of wood,
so wood chip worked for this situation. With this all, I finally came to the final line. I learned how to include poetic
devices within a strict format. So, throughout this unit, I faced many challenges and successes. I learned about how to
write within a strict form and how to include specific and creative poetic devices.

Samir
Sestina, Sonete

Sleep is so far By:Samir Osmani
I'm sloging to school and I'm as tired
as a sloth. It is winter, so it is easy to fall.
When I arrive to school the teachers almost bores
me to sleep. Then it's lunch, and people beg me, so it
annoys
me. Yes I know school helps me learn.
But at the end of the day I think I'm as done as a burnt
chicken, but then there is homework.

I pray some days that I get good grades on all my
work
Even though I try so hard and get so tired
all my work goes down the drain drip* drop*. Now I
learned
that school is bad. It makes me tired that I start to fall
and faint. Then I get more and more and it just
annoys me.
So much homework will cause me to start to be bored

Finally I'm done with the homework and I'm so tired everything seems boring.
On Fridays kids are free, but even then I have to work.
Saturday is the only day where I can actually stay up late, but the thought of school annoys me.
When It's Monday I have mixed emotions of sadness, and being tired.
Sometimes I wish that the school system would just fall,
Wam* plumitting 100 feet into the ground. I do get taught one thing I get taught that I can’t learn.

Running doesn’t Help By: Samir Osmani
Finally done with all of this pain

Want to play my games and use my main

Click clack* to classes don't feel like I'm free

When I head home I still don't feel free

All of that work and there was no gain

Finally done with all of this pain

So much homework it is like a strong rain

jumping into bed I feel a whoosh* of sanity

Teachers talking totally bores me

But when I awake I fall back asleep

Finally done with all of this pain

All of that work and there is no gain

Working working make me go insane

Just like this poem school kind of refrains

Won't let me go out but I have to pee

When I'm in the back I can’t really see

All of that work and there is no gain

Finally done with all of this pain
All of that work and there is no gain

Reflection
Some challenges I faced were just writing a poem in general. This was hard for me because I am
not used to writing poems because I don’t really like poems. I also thought it was challenging to
add a rhyme into our poems because we needed to rhyme the same rhyme throughout the whole
poem. This was more hard when we had a syllable limit because since it is already hard for me
when we had a syllable limit I had to really work hard. Another thing that was challenging was
adding anamotoptia into the syllable limit poems. This was challenging because since I already
had 10 syllables, and I’m trying to add one more word it was challenging. Another thing that was
challenging ways to use one specific word in this area because in the sistina I was struggling a lot
with this. Even though some of these things were very challenging I think I am gonna bring
anamtoptia into my future writing. One part I could possibly bring it into is if my heart is racing fast
then I would put in a bumbum bumbum. Another thing I am going to bring into my writing is
repetition. I could add it in a place where I am referring back to something I said before, or just a
couple of words that are very strong.

Sydney
SONNET, SESTINA

BROWN SKIN.
Should have known we ain’t never had the same rights.
Mom said there is nothing in this world for free
And I know money doesn’t grow on trees
Racism never died, so cold like ice
Never fear, being black comes with a great price
Gotta watch out cause sting, you’re the bee
It’s so crazy, I just might have to flee
this ain’t no game, “quick, let me roll the dice”
Underestimated cause our skin is brown
No matter what you do, hands up, don’t shoot!
Click Clack, now you’re lying on the ground.
The men in sad suits make me want to go mute
Slavery to race, and we still ain’t equal now
They act like the suit is a game, ha that’s cute.

This is RAcism.
If Sydney wasn’t black, she wouldn’t be so fearful,
and there is no reason that a girl could be so scared, she paints her face white,
joking that her melanin is coming off with a face wipe. She’s lost.
This ridiculous, she would say you’re acting like children, but they don’t even show this much ignorance.
She turns on the news to another shootout, this is making her go insane
because another life is taken, leaving breathless and she know who is responsible.
It’s the police. Letting her die in their hands; but it’s her fault so she is responsible
for her own death; just by putting on a hood to hide her beautiful face. She’s fearful
You walk into the store, all eyes on you. “Can I help you ma'am?” I am a person, not a killer. I’m not insane.
But they think you are. Anything they say, everyone will believe. You’re lucky you’re white.
You might have made it up, but you still don’t have authority. Running around yelling “nigger!” That’s why she is always saying your so god
damn ignorant!
She’s always on the lookout, so that they don’t steal the breath from her lungs. They say, “Sorry for your loss.”
1 mile over the limit, they assume she’s drunk. “License and registration.” I’m searching, can’t find it. “Sorry sir it’s lost.”
“Step out of the vehicle.” Not even said polite. “Hands up.” “I am a person, not a killer.” nothing wrong was done, but she has a responsibility.
Taken down to the station. “Officer, I didn’t do anything wrong.” He wasn’t even there to see what happened. Ignorant.
She keeps quite. Trying hard not to get into more trouble. Fearful
One more word out her mouth and she just might get put in a chokehold. Hold on too long, “I can’t breathe!” too late, her face turned white.
They all suffer. Right before their death, all they remember is torture. It’s insane.

The table at school is concerned because it has to sit with her. Doesn’t even know her. Big, bright and blue like it is yelling, leave! It thinks she’s
insane.
Teachers are staring, making face & whispering. “I am a person, not a killer.” She doesn’t know what to do. This is a loss.
She walks up to the teacher to ask a question. The world stops. Teachers face turns pale, white,
because a color is looking into her eyes. Teacher passes out and they all say Sydney is responsible.
You ask her what it’s like to live in a body of color. She tells you that it’s like burning in hell. She’s fearful.
They say “it can’t be that bad.” Ignorant.
“Really, it’s not bad!” You’re white, I am black. You have privileges, I don’t. They are ignorant,
it’s insane.
Her tone really got to them and the sense of danger made them fearful.
Of what you ask? Of her. Because of her color, she must be a killer. They yell, “get lost!”
She walks away like everything is okay, but they don’t know that they are responsible
for their actions. The problem is they don’t get in trouble because they are still white.
They are the same. The chair, the paper and the people. All white,
but she is different. She has pigment. They are ignorant.
they know nothing but that is not their responsibility.
They don’t care about her, She is as fully human as they are. So insane
how they don’t care whatsoever. Their minds are all jumbled up. All acception is lost
and she is too afraid to walk out her house because of this. She is fearful.
She tries to stop being so fearful, but it’s hard because she always sees the white
She is lost and knows they will constantly be ignorant,
but what is insane, is that Sydney is responsible.

Reflection
Writing poetry is more challenging than you would think because you read something that is so light, yet impeccable; but the
truth behind the art of poetry is about to unfold. There are many challenges that you can face when writing poetry and there
were many that I truly encountered. Recently I wrote a narrative nonfiction writing piece and was told to use that same topic
to write my sonnet poem. I wrote about racism because that is a deliberate subject that has risen in the past few months. In the
view of a black girl, I thought that it would be easier for me to explain what my views on race were. I faced many challenges
while writing on the grounds that I had a certain format that I had to follow and it was not easy for me to express myself in
so little words.
My first draft of my sonnet did not complete the exact rhyme scheme and I had trouble trying to figure out what was wrong
because everytime I read it in my head, it sounded like it rhymed, but then I decided to read it out loud and I realized that
there were a few slant rhymes! This showed me that I need to re-read and read my writing out loud before I get annoyed. I had a
lot of success while writing my sestina because there was no syllable limit so it was easier for me to write more and make
everything as descriptive as possible.

Max L
Sonnet, Sestina

Do Qualifications Matter or Not?
Do qualifications matter or not?
It feels like we are stuck in the same serious spot.
While men are paid more than women
It feels just like a sour lemon.
Although we are making progress slowly
Although it is so long it is unholy.
We have improved a lot since the 70’s
Yet still we act like our own enemies.
I think if we found a way to redress
It would be a snowball and cause progress.
While we are only at 80%
It is an increase of only 20 cent.
Overall we may be pretty far
But I feel we can pass that screaming bar.

What Happens in a Basketball Game
I look at the court,
with the precise paint
placement. I watch as my team
dribbles the ball
and takes some shots
to see if they can swish
the ball. I watch as some some swish
pre game and the court
looks as shiny as polished shoes. More shots
got put up while big guys practice in the paint.
I see the other teams shots are like Lonzo Ball
and his air balls. I think no wonder they’re the worst team.
Finally the game starts with each team
lined up. Each team wanting the first swish
while they both go after the ball.
The tip off happens at center court
where everyone sees it. Our team hits it and it passes the paint
marking the out of bounds line, so after the tip there are no shots.

As the game went on different shots
were taken for each team
whether in the paint
or not. While our team had more swishes
and made shots, the court
was still shiny even though the ball

and shoes had been on it like bees on a beehive. The ball
movement our team had, created shots
everywhere on the court
which made our team
start to win the game. Swish after swish
our team had whether in the paint
or not. You could imagine the paint
on the backboard start wearing off after the ball
hit’s it so much. Of course we still had swish,
swish, swish from our shots
and it felt like a million swishes. It seemed the other team
had none, but they don’t stop fighting on that shiny court.
The game is finally over on the court, and the paint
still seems good as new. Our team shakes hands as the ball
stops bouncing. No more shots. No more swishes.

Reflection
Some challenges that I faced with the different set forms for my poems were syllables, rhyming, and
finding lines to write for the villanelle. The challenges that I faced in syllables was that in villanelles
and sonnets you had to have ten syllables per line when sometimes when you wanted to say one thing,
but you would have to cut it because it was too many syllables. There were many instances when I had
twelve syllables when the max was only eleven. The problems that I faced in rhyming were very
similar. Sometimes I would want to say one thing but I would have to make it rhyme with a different
line so I would have to change it. Not only that I would also have to make sure that it has ten syllables
on top of that, which added onto the challenge. The predicaments I faced when finding lines to write
for the villanelle were finding the second lines and my first and third line. The last word for my second
line had to rhyme with the rest of my second line last words so when I picked my second line I had to
make sure that it had ten syllables and had something that multiple other words could rhyme with.
Also, my first and third lines were going to be the last line of the stanzas for the rest of my poem so I
had to make sure that not only those two lines had ten syllables and rhymes with each other, but they
contained words that could rhyme with many other words so that there could be many other
possibilities for the first line of my other stanzas.

Leigh
Sonnet, Sestina

The Change
Beep I wake, Beep I sleep, Beep, I wake up
I slowly open my eyes, I rub eyes, yup!
I climb out of my bed, the warm cocoon
I sorrowfully turn, leaving my room
Drag myself to prepare, for the long day
Knowing the learning that will come, I dread
I am ready, heartbroken, leave for torture
I arrive, Walk towards my friends who nurture

Ding, Ding, they scramble, leaving happiness
Walk down the hallway, all to see scrappiness
I walk, I learn, I need to break the curse
Forced, made, I walk down the hallway with converse
The war of tiredness, a change to make
The day is long, like the time that death takes.

Gone

Nothing was wrong, I was in the bliss, waiting for the kiss that lead into the
suspense.
You came, the world flipped. The leaves fell, disappointment would shortly follow.
Everyday, the conversation flowed, never ending, it would end so soon.
I never knew, I was oblivious, avoiding the question, you were broken,
The betrayal you went through, trust was something the caused you sadness
Then the day came, you were leaving, not telling me, you were gone

I was confused, striving to move out of the blue. Then one day, you were gone.
No emotions came to surface, you never said, leaving in suspense.
I never thought that the emotion would be sadness.
That I felt for you. I began to think, was this the end? Will something follow?
Once you left, I was broken.
I wanted to believe that time would pass like a cheetah, and would come soon.

Everyone around began to see, it was too soon
To the begin the path of forgetting that you are gone.
I felt like everything was gone, I was broken.
I had fallen through the trapdoor of depression, that would never fix the suspense
You left your life, coming back, so you could follow
The things you left behind. You found what you created, sadness.
You realized you found the thing you created. Sadness.
It was the only thing you found. Surprised, that it was so soon,
That you felt the thing that made. People stared, following
Your trail, you tried to find the thing you had left. Gone,
There was nothing to see. Finally you felt, the suspense
That you made. You felt from before you were broken
Feeling that would never leave. The only thing that would undo the broken
Heart that came. It healed over time, it only brought more sadness
Each day that passed, only created even more suspense
That created little scars that never healed. It was soon
For you to go. It hurt everyone, Nothing would help the feelings that were gone.
Your death caused ripples. The pain that was to follow

Caused everyone who knew you unbearable pain, healing needed to follow.
They started to fix what was broken.
You left everyone mourning, people bawled realizing that you were truly gone.
After leaving you caused a miserable wave. Leaving everyone in a pool of sadness
When you died, you were so young, everyone said it was too soon.
Your family was devastated, leaving everyone in suspense,

They wondered in the suspense would follow
With happiness? Soon they looked at the pictures that were weeping tears, realizing the broken
Feeling would never leave. The sadness would never be gone.

Reflection
-

After completing and editing a villanelle, sonnet, and sestina I found many challenges
throughout the unit. One challenge I faced while writing a villanelle was making sure
that my a and b lines rhymed. I also found it difficult to make it relate to my investigative
writing topic. I personally related to my topic, but still found it difficult to make a rhyming
poem that was hard. One challenge I found while writing a sestina was making sure
that I was following the form with my ending words. I also found it difficult to make sure
that it was understandable/ makes sense. I took me many times to re-read my poem to
make sure that it would make sense to a reader reading it for the first time. However,
after reading several examples of mentor poems really helped me better understand
the form of the poem and give me examples of topics to write my poems about. I really
found it helpful to read mentor poems because it gave me an example of the form,
which to me personally helps me better understand how to write the poem and give me
a sense of confidence when writing that form of poem.

Tian-Hao
Villanelle and Sonnet

How I Walk Home From School (Poem 1.1 Villanelle)
It’s a whole stroll through traffic, next to trees,
Slide down til’ the bus stop, like biking bees.
Scale up the hill, till’ the homeward hustle!
I run my limbs sore, toil for muscle;
Don’t mind the wind’s ghastly gust and freezing breeze.
It’s a whole stroll through traffic, next to trees,
I am the bee flying freshly with ease,
Don’t care about weather, I’ll just shuffle;
It’s a whole stroll through traffic, next to trees.

View the lively landscape with awe on knees!!!
Like you’ve just seen earth from space in bustle;
Don’t mind the wind’s ghastly gust and freezing breeze.

I wish I could fly fresh and free with ease,
Whish! Whish! Boom! as I ride the air of freeze,
Past the clinic, and to woods of rusle,
Walking 9 million miles in tussle.
Don’t mind the wind’s ghastly gust and freezing breeze.
It’s a whole stroll through traffic, next to trees;
Don’t mind the wind’s ghastly gust and freezing breeze.
[End]

melancholy at the corner of the street (Sonnet poem 1.2)
BANG! Goes forever in the commotion
I see a river flowing emotions
I see a trillion blue flowers with toys,
and mysterious photo of a boy
That boy was someone who had a slow death
Who would never would take another breath
And most prominently, a group of kids shot
He thought he was safe as a mouse-he thought
But we have been much better than back then
We have intervened in resolves again
I won’t see as many mornings before
We can see security dread some more
I used to roam the past finding heartbreak
And life and love that have suffered a break
[End]

Reflection
●

How did reading mentor villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas influence you as a reader, writer, person?

Reading mentor poems of villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas influenced me by making me ponder their meaning and
form. I have used this thinking to relate to other poems (unique rhyme scheme, syllables per line, arrangement,
enjambment).

The form of the poem can engage readers or make them think harder into a poem. Before reading these types of poem,
I could only relate to the usual poem form- every so often there would be rhymes. JUST rhymes. That was very boring. But
when I read the villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas, I finally had to think outside the box and discover new things I never
knew before. I never knew that poems had 10 syllables per line and it’s continuation. I never knew you could rhyme in
different parts and even have repetitive lines. Reading villanelles, sonnets, and sestinas gave me a broader and new
perspective of what a poem is. For example, “sonnet 18” wasn’t a rhyme every line, it was in the rhyme scheme
ABABCDCDEFEFGG.The meter was discernible because I read every line and took note of the number of syllables. the
interesting 10 syllables per line! Sonnet 18 is only one poetic form out of the many out there! The form of “The Business of
Fancydancing” doesn’t even have rhyme or 10 syllables per line. Instead, it has the same end words arranged in a special
way between all the stanzas. In addition, it possesses enjambment, the continuation of a sentence without a pause beyond
a line.

Josh L
Villanelle, Sonnet

Aim for the Best
Work the hardest when others refuse
Stay and work hard when others quit their game
The ones who stay will win when others lose

Time is up and it's time for you to choose
Choose as if you are playing a board game
The ones who stay will win when others lose

Don't think about other people's boo’s
The focus of this sport should not be fame
Work the hardest when others refuse

And one day you may get your own shoes
Those shoes will thank you for dealing with the shame
Work the hardest when others refuse
The ones who stay will win when others lose.

In order to win you need to lose
Though you can go insane like a crashing plane.
The ones who stay will win when others lose
It's time to have your wins and L’s to fuse
Time to channel your inner flame
Work the hardest when others refuse

No stress, No addictions
Addictions can be caused because of stress.
Stress turns people into an atomic mess.
If people become addicted to drugs,
it could make the addicts act like scary thugs.
Your life will change if you have an addiction
because you are going over the prescription.
This could potentially cause you to die,
just because you told everyone a lie
that you were happy, healthy, and fine.
God gave you the chance to be the sun and shine,
but you blew it because of one decision
that darkened you and broke the bright vision.
But you still have a chance to be redeemed,
so change so that the dancing light can be gleamed.

Reflection
Throughout this poetry unit I experienced many ups and downs. Those made me stronger as a reader and a
writer. What caused the challenges in writing poetry was writing poetry within a set forms. Things like having to
have a certain amount of syllables and having to have your poem rhyme really made me struggle throughout this
unit. The amount of lines and stanzas I had to write was quite difficult for me. The sestina needed to have an
interesting form of having to have the end words be the same for every stanza, and they had to be in a specific
order. Writing 36 lines of that was really hard and difficult making this type of poetry the hardest type of poetry.
The ups in this unit allowed me to enjoy this unit a bit. To be honest I think the requirements of a specific poem
really made my poem extremely good and powerful. Even though I struggled to have the requirements, the work
paid off and I am very proud of myself. This is the first time I had to write with these kinds of tight requirements but
I think it made my poems the best poems I have ever written in my life. My villanelle and my sonnet poems were
the two poems that pushed me just enough so that I could write the perfect writing. The set forms made me think
out of the box and just made me focus and determined even more than usual so that I could finish my piece better
than ever before.

Zoe
Sestina, sonnet

BAD HABITS
When I was five, my mom told me that smoking was a bad habit.
That it left your lungs poisoned.
She’d say “I don't want it to hurt you”
I asked my mom if there was a cure
She said no, and that it would slowly kill me.
She told me that parts of me would be lost.
When I was seven, My sister came home telling my mom she felt empty and lost
I was young and naive, and didn't understand she was broken and poisoned.
I heard her and mom in the kitchen, mom said “he probably didn't mean to hurt you”
But for a second, my sister looked as warm as the sun when it gleams on its brightest when she looked at me,
thought she didn't think she could ever find a cure.
I wonder if mom ever told her about bad habits.
When I was fifteen, For two nights, my best friend held me in her arms because she was afraid i’d go back to my old habits
She proved to me that he wasn't my cure.
And she promised she wouldn't leave me.
I understood how my sister felt when she said she felt lost.
The boy that said “i'll never leave you”
Left me empty and poisoned.
When I was seventeen, People told me that a broken heart could be cured
But what if it's not broken, but only poisoned?
I felt the whole world crash into me
My bad habits, turned to worse habits
I felt that I could never go back to who I was when I loved you
I knew I could never find the parts of me that I lost

Click here to
listen to my poem

When I turned nineteen, I knew that I was shattered and the pieces were lost,
I knew that I had fallen into a trapdoor of depression and there was no cure
I knew that after years and years of trying not to, I kept my old habits
I stopped listening to my mom, and everything about me was poisoned
As my lungs screamed and the smoke entered into me
I remembered every part of me that wasn't cured

They said it takes about 21 days to find your cure
It takes that many days to break a bad habit.
To let go of whatever hurt was in you.
The one you gave when you left me.
When you left me broken and poisoned.
It's been six months, and you are still the thing my poisoned mind wanders too when it's lost.

My bad habit was you.
You were poison and I was your cure.
I was saving you, but you were killing me.

WOMEN
We were taught that women weren't equal to men

But then I remember that awful night

That the way we dress act affected him

And how he wasn't the man I once knew

But we’d smile even as our hearts when CRACK! As you tried and kept it in I could die a thousand deaths and still be filled with the same
fright
They drown us in pain and expect us to swim
As the skin around my eye turned black and blue

The roots that run through and course through my veins
As if my body was a temple that I could run on my own
Pulse the memories of him through my mind
He tried to turn my calm into a cyclone
But I shake my head and remember it's not the same
As my heart whispers how he was so sweet and kind

Click here to
listen to my
poem!

Reflection
While reading my poems, there were a couple challenges I faced. I think that the hardest poem to write was
the sestina, because you had certain words that you had to include or it didn’t follow the format correctly. I
think that the main challenge I had with the sestinas was repeating those words throughout the poem and
trying to create a story with them. Also, another challenge I faced while writing my sonnet was that we had a
certain topic we had to write it about. I think that it was difficult depending on your topic, but also helpful
when expanding your poetry thinking. ANother challenge I had while writing my sonnet was that it could only
have ten syllables. If I had an idea that I really liked, there was a good chance it was not going to be ten
syllables. Whilst facing this challenge, there were some aspects of my poem I did end of having to cut out.
While reading the mentor poems for each of the formats, I think the sestina influenced me the most as a
person. In my opinion, I think the sestinas had a different feel to them and gave me a sadder, and more
thoughtful vibe. Another reason I think the sestinas had the biggest influence on me, is because they were the
most difficult to write for me. Since you had to put a lot of thought into what you were writing and to how you
were going to format it, it called for a lot more thinking. Those are a couple challenges and thoughts I had
while moving through our poetry unit.

Isabela

Morphed memories
Many mental pictures spin through my mind;
Fleeting pictures, conveying me to pastimes;
Morphed into memories, turned less defined.

The ivy clad church, no doubt will trancened;
The soft rolling hills as silent as time;
Many mental pictures spin through my mind;

A small post office mails words to distant friends;
The lively laughs of friends, like jolly chimes;
Many mental pictures spin through my mind;

The morning mist of black and white blends;
The glaring winter sun, strongly shines;
Morphed into memories,turned less defined.

Beautiful it is, through the open lence;
Ravishing beauty, O’ so sublime;
Morphed into memories,turned less defined.

A gorgeous town, the sight came to an end;
This charming place, leaving was surely a crime;
Many mental pictures spin through my mind;
Morphed into memories,turned less defined.

The messages
Returning to the device yet again,
The countless hours, will now repeat.
My phone locks me in like a controlling chain,
Social media, yes it's bittersweet.
Spiraling notions fill ones occupied mind,
Haunted by the persisting mail.
Flaws and imperfections become more defined.
Emails of envy and of hate, turn me frail
They press send yet again, one last time,
A stuttering CD that will never end.
Their remarks tore me down, and shattered my spine,
Judgements are impossible to defend.
I turn it off, the torment has ceased,
The loathsome voices have been released.

Reflection
Throughout the unit I have faced many challenges. Revising the poems I chose to revise was incredibly
hard because both the sonnet and the villanelle had a certain rhyme scheme and a syllable count that I
had to follow. As a requirement I added poetic devices, like similes and metaphors, to make the poem
stronger. I had to be very particular with my word choices and think heavily about whether they would fit
in to my poem’s form. When writing the sestina one found it difficult to find 6 different ways to end a
sentences with the same word, whilst making it sound natural and not extensively repetitive. Although, a
great success that I had was coming up with interesting words for the poem, for example: ravishing,
transcend and sublime. To find more powerful words I used a thesaurus to use the best words that fit it
with my theme. I also found it challenging at first to fit in with the syllable count, whilst still trying to get
the meaning across, but as I moved through the poem I managed to complete it. I think that from this
unit I will take away using more creative words to elevate my writing and my day to day language.
Through writing more poetry I feel that it has extended my repertoire.

Cassandra
Sonnet, Sestina

Challenger
I admired the spinel fractured sky,
As I marveled the luminous light, up high.
I took for granted the knowledge made known,
For I’d always been awed, knowing the unknown.
I know you take for granted the sky, stars
But you’ve only glanced at them from afar.
Never felt burning flames swallow you in air,
The way you never thought life wasn’t fair.
Bet you never thanked them, as they rose each day,
Bet you didn’t know all the stars they slayed.
Just like you don’t thank the eyes you use to see,
Until you know, without them, nothing can be.
You didn’t thank Challenger aware they might fall,
But the thing is now, they don’t rise at all.

Love is
Falling

When I first glimpsed
at you, my heart danced
to a thousand symphonies bursting from within my chest. My soul
soared above the azure sky, and radio music
seemed louder, lovelier.
It rained
pure drops of golden sun, pure like your heart. The rain
quenched my love for you, at least so I thought. But when you
glimpsed
at me, I knew I would forever be adrift, dreaming about your
love.
I dreamt about dancing
the twilight away. I dreamt about the music
we’d sing to as we slowly swayed, like the evening branches, as
my soul

ascended passed the luminous cosmos. You eveloped my soul
with your tenderness that you drizzled on everything like rain.
Soon, the rain was something I didn’t think about whilst
listening to melancholy music,
but rather something that set my day ablaze. I got to glimpse
what love might feel like. For months you had me dancing
on the brink of a crag. I had reckoned it was the love
you had given me. Love
is what kept me feeling this way. This only encouraged my soul
to ascend. Only made my dance
steps move more nimble and swift. Only made me want it to rain
profusely. Only made my glimpses
linger. Only made the music
in my heart belt defeatning. Except when music

gets too loud, you can’t hear. And when love
gets thrilling, all you feel is the rush. And when you only
glimpsing
at somebody, you don’t see all of what they are. And when your
soul
gets higher than the heavens, when you fall, you die. When it
rains
too much, things drown. And when you’re so caught up dancing,
you don’t notice the lack of ground beneath your feet, just air
rushing past as you plummet, dancing.
But this was only after the rain
had cleansed you of our love.
I grew wary, and my soul
became an old woman: too young to die, too tired to live. But I
glimpsed

And realized something of the past. And those who had glimpsed
me dancing,
That day and thought me to be crazy, were the souls who could
not hear the music,
For love isn’t cowering when lightning shakes, but rather
learning to dance in a torrent of rain.

Reflection

Some challenges I faced while writing my sonnet were trying to pick out what part of
my Investigative Journalism I wanted to be vocal about in my poem. Another challenge
I faced was incorporating various literary devices and staying true to the structure
and rhyme scheme of a sonnet. However, out of all these challenges the number of
syllables was the hardest for me because I had so much to say. I choose the topic of
my poem to be the death of those aboard the Challenger. However, even after I did
choose to write about the death of the astronauts aboard the Challenger, there was
so much about their death that I wanted to express, it made me choose a point within
the point of their deaths. I found this hard because I didn’t want to limit their
deaths to a 14 lined poem. I wanted to do them justice, and I felt I couldn’t
because of the restrictions of the poem. Off the bat I knew I wanted to write about
their deaths because writing about death is easy for me. However, I couldn’t fit
everything I wanted to write about their deaths in a sonnet. So, I decided to turn
to shaming the public. The overall theme of my Investigative Journalism piece was
that the public didn’t care, and appreciate space and those who worked in that
field. A friend once said that good idea to get people to feel for your cause, or
see from your point of view, is to shame them and make them feel guilty. Though I
know my poem ended up being miles short of shaming anyone, I believe I made a point:
people were sacrificing their lives to give you information, and you didn’t even
think twice about their demise.

Eva
Sonnet,Sestina

Tough Times of Hatred
Divorce hints to be increasing yearly
Numerous children are hurting, clearly
It affects several in countless ways
dazed through statistics, I am so amazed
folks wishing their families would change
Questioning, why are mom and dad so strange?
Family certainly drifting apart
When is real family time going to start?
Kids battle depression and suicide
Think back to being a beautiful bride
Deeply in love, the opposite from now
You loved each other, you treasured your vows
I know it's over now, hard hatred blocks
No more princess socks, spot the clock, tick tock

Audio and visual

Crash and loss

Words spill out of moms mouth
Like running water. She explains the story while emotions flow through her body
Like mist. Telling it as if it was in slow motion,
Eyes rushing with sadness,
Remembering father, and our moments together.
If only the red haired boy was not drunk.
The moment suddenly freezes as I remember the boy who was drunk
While a numbing pain fills my mind, and my mouth.
My imagination and thoughts take me back to the crash together.
I feel the seatbelt pressed on my body.
Heart filling with sadness.
The cars through the window moving in extreme slow motion.
The paved road lies ahead of us, still no crashing motion.
I had been warned about drunk
Drivers. Never thought it would happen with so much sadness.
My favorite song plays, lyrics dance from my mouth.
My mind and body
Thinking about tutor yesterday, and the work we did together.

Click here for audio

Mom and I are scared together,
Wondering who this boy is, why is he driving in such weird motion.
worrying thoughts rushing through my body.
She spots the red haired boy driving while drunk.
I see my mothers jaw drop from her mouth
To the floor. His car swerving, her face turning to sadness
Cuts splatter with blood and mind curls with sadness.
We both turn our heads around together.
Next thing I know my face flies into the seat in front of me. My mouth
Tingles. A force bigger than any motion
Had just hit us with a pow! I Try and take a closer look at the drunk
Red haired boy. I feel my lungs start to collapse in my body.
I’m in shock. My body
Has never felt this way before, Im overflowing with sadness
As my eyes lock with the drunk
Red haired boy. He’s dying, we are dying together.
But I will not, I will not let this strong motion
Kill me. I will call for help with the last moments of having a working mouth.
Blood spills from my mouth and knees like a slide. Why is my body
Feeling pins and needles all over? The hard hit motion has struck us with sadness.
Together, we use strength to pick up our heads, to find that father was the boy that was drunk.

Reflection
During this poetry unit, I have grown in many ways as a poet. When it came to writing new lines
and having to keep them in a certain form, especially with rhymes, it was hard. I mostly had
trouble when I got to my poem 1.2 that was in sonnet form. I had made a draft and was happy with
it. But, then I had to focus on adding more alliteration, metaphors, and other figurative language. I
would read over my poem so many times, thinking of places where I could add juicier words or
search up synonyms, but it definitely was difficult especially since each line had to be exactly 10
syllables. I then thought my hardest and did some research replacing some words with others and
making sure my syllable count was correct. It took me a lot of time, but in the end I realized I could
do it. After all this, I was definitely surprised by the topics I choose to write about in the three of
my poems. In the beginning of this process, I would have never thought that I would be writing my
poems about divorce, a car crash, and advice from my elders; things I haven't had much
experience with. I always thought of poems being deep and happy; freezing a moment and
explaining it into numerous parts; thinking about the little things. However, after reading some of
these sonnets, sestinas, and villanelles, I realized that actually a whole lot of poetry is based off of
very deep, and sometimes incredibly sad things. I don't have much experience with divorce or car
crashes, but it was very interesting to me to get deeper into the topic and learn more about what
so many people go through.

